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2019 ONA Statewide Election Candidate Slate

Vice-President / ANA Delegate
Jacqueline Dillon
RN

Good Samaritan Regional Medical
Center (GSRMC)
Corvallis, OR

Candidate Statement
When I started in leadership in my own bargaining unit I fell
into it. Although, I did not identify myself as a leader, I realized
somebody needed to do it. Through ONA and their Nurse
Leadership Institute (NLI), I have been able to realize my desire
to be an advocate, how much that drives me and how that can
be leadership. I have enjoyed my time on the ONA Board of
Directors and the opportunities it has afforded me to advocate
for my profession and fellow nurses. I am ready now to take a
purposeful step into leadership and I think as Vice President
I could further my advocacy for our profession and now our
Allied Healthcare Workers. I would endeavor to promote the
nursing code of ethics, to increase our lens of diversity, equity
and inclusion, and strengthen our voice to promote what is best
for our patients, our members and the nursing profession in
Oregon.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•

ONA Board of Directors, 2015-present

•

GSRMC BU vice chair, 2014-present

•

GSRMC PNCC committee member, 2012-present

•

GSRMC Staffing Committee Co-Chair, 2017-present

•

ONA ANA Delegate, 2017
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Treasurer

Caitlin Reid

John Smeltzer

BSN, RN, CCRN, TNCC

BSN, RN-BC

Oregon Health and Science
University (OHSU)
Portland, OR

Providence St. Vincent Medical
Center (PSVMC)
Portland, OR

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

No one likes numbers quite like I do. If you happened
to catch the finance presentation at last year’s House of
Delegates, you caught a glimpse of my enthusiasm for
Excel, trends and figuring out what all those columns
mean. I have learned in my time serving as treasurer the
importance of safeguarding our member dues and how
directing our finances elevates our beliefs as nurses and as
an organization. I hope you seen that you can entrust me to
lead a movement to “put our money where our mouths are.”
I want to ensure that our organization continues to build on
its excellent financial foundation and that our dues are being
used in the most responsible way.

I’ve been an active member with ONA since 2009. When I
transferred to Adult Psychiatry at Providence St. Vincent, I
noticed they were lacking a unit steward so I stepped up and
became a steward. The next year I was asked to become a
member-at-large, and after some prodding, I did. The next
year I moved into the secretary position where I helped
negotiate 4 contracts and coordinate the BU portion of the
new nurse orientation. When PSVMC’s longtime chair, Glenda
Peters, retired last year, I filled the position. I’m motivated to
collaborate with other committed members to help guide our
state’s professional nursing organization.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•
•
•
•

ONA Treasurer, 2016-present
Oregon Student Nurses Association Treasurer, 2010-2011
OHSU Unit Steward, 2015-present
United States Navy Reserve Nurse Corps Training Officer,
2017-present

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•
•
•

PSVMC bargaining unit chair, 2018-present
PSVMC bargaining unit secretary, 2013-2018
PSVMC bargaining unit member-at-large, 2012-2013
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Board of Directors (4)
David Hilderbrand

Jessica Carrier Lobell

BSN, RN

BSN, RN, CEN

St Charles Medical Center - Bend
(STC-B)
Bend, OR

Providence St. Vincent Medical
Center (PSVMC)
Portland, OR

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

Collective voice, action, and representation in the form of
unions is the greatest force for improving the condition of
the labor force in our country. I am a union man first, a nurse
second, and a nurse for St. Charles Health Systems third.
I give my service and loyalty to that which I believe to be a
force for good. I will bring determination and innovation to the
board; I will fight for our organization to serve at the will of our
members. I have worked in the large hospitals of Portland
and now in Bend; I understand the values and working
conditions of the city and the smaller towns. Economics,
finances, philosophy and labor law are also interests and
talents of mine that I will use in service of our organization.

Since becoming established in my career as an emergency
department nurse, I have found a variety of ways to become
involved within my department. In 2017 I took the opportunity
to become involved at the medical center level by participating
on the negotiating team and then became the bargaining
unit vice president. As an emerging leader in the PSVMC
Bargaining Unit I have gained valuable skills and knowledge
that I would like to apply at the state level. This desire grew
when I attended the ONA convention and served as a
delegate at the ONA House of Delegates. These experiences
have inspired me to give back to the nursing community and
continue to advocate for my patients and fellow colleagues at
the state level as a board member at ONA.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•

ONA STC-B Bargaining Unit Chair, 2018-present

•

ONA Member of PSVMC housewide staffing committee,
2016-2017

•

ONA Negotiating Team Member ONA/PSVMC, 2015-2016

•

ONA Steward at PSVMC, 2015-2017

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•

PSVMC Bargaining Unit Vice President
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Board of Directors (continued)
Sue Phillips

Rachel Seidelman

RN

BSN, RN, CMSRN

Providence Portland Medical
Center (PPMC)
Portland, OR

Providence St. Vincent Medical
Center (PSVMC)
Portland, OR

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

I would be honored to represent Oregon nurses and allied
health workers for a second term as an ONA Director. I am
becoming more comfortable with the duties and expectations
in this role. I am a committed unionist/labor advocate, but
am interested in increasing awareness of advanced practice
and legislative issues. I have been an active participant at
the hospital, county, state, and national level for many years.
I want to inspire newer nurses and students to become
involved in our profession responsibilities, other than direct
patient care. I bring many years of nursing experience, and
a devotion and dedication to my patients, practice, and
community. Please consider me for a second term.

The Oregon Nurses Association’s members have
accomplished some amazing feats these last couple of
years (passing the resolution of Racial Equity and Inclusion,
passing the bylaw on Allied Healthcare Workers, supporting
the candidates and measurements that reflect our values as
healthcare workers in Oregon—to name a few). As director,
I was in a position to facilitate these efforts becoming
successes. I believe that we have much more work ahead
of us and I would like to continue this work as a director of
ONA’s Board of Directors (BOD). As advocates for those in
our communities, in our clinics and in our hospitals that are
marginalized and in need of having their voices heard, we
must ensure that we take the opportunities to protect and
improve those that are in need. As a director on the BOD of
ONA, I will ensure that I continue to advocate for my patients,
neighbors and colleagues.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•

Director, ONA Board of Directors, 2017-2019

•

Officer Constituent Association 1, 2007 to 2019

•

Executive Team Member, PPMC, Chair Organizing
Committee, Bargaining Unit Chair

•

PNCC Chair, 2000-2018

•

Unit steward PPMC, 1985-2000

•

ONA delegate, 2003-present

•

ANA delegate, 2008-present

•

AFT delegate, 2013, 2018

•

Leader ONA Nurse Lobby Day, 2003-present

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•

ONA BOD Director, March 2016-present

•

Officer of PSVMC Bargaining Unit, June 2018-present

•

Co-chair of Sub-Committee on Equity and Inclusion of
ONA, September 2017-present

•

Chair of Unit Based Staffing Committee, August
2017-present

•

Co-Chair of Housewide Staffing Committee, September
2017-present
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Board of Directors (continued)
Allison Seymour
BSN, RN

Salem Health
Salem, OR

Candidate Statement
I have been an ONA member since 2015 when I became a
student affiliate member and attended my first Nurse Lobby
Day. Later that year I graduated from the OHSU School of
Nursing in La Grande, OR and moved to Salem, OR to begin
my career on a Medical Telemetry Care Unit.
As a professional member I have found many ways to be
involved with ONA. I’m serving on the ONA ON-PAC and NUPAC, and have thoroughly enjoyed working with government
relations providing testimony, interviewing political candidates
and canvassing. Last year I knocked on more than 200 doors
for ONA supported candidates. In 2017 I completed the ONA
Nurse Leadership Institute. Which I would recommend to
anyone interested in becoming more involved with ONA.
NLI enhanced my knowledge of leadership, and helped me
develop the tools and courage necessary to be a leader. Last
year at convention I spoke about NLI and received the Susan
E. King Emerging Leader in Nursing Practice Award. Since
April I have been serving as the Recent Graduate Director on
the Board. I have been contributing to recent work, learning
policies and recently trained to do outreach.
My background as a professional association member, new
graduate nurse, community college and OSHU graduate brings
a unique voice to the board. In addition I lived in Eastern
Oregon with clinical assignments in a variety of care settings,
and that experience helps me to relate to nurses providing
care across the state.
Thank you for considering my election to the board. I know my
work with ONA makes a difference. I’m inspired to continue
advocating for safe staffing, workplace safety, practice
improvement, and professional development. We have a
strong voice in Oregon and I enjoy working to promote our
values and interests to improve the lives of our patients,
communities and fellow nurses.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•
•
•
•

ONA House of Delegate Constituent Association 3
Delegate 2016
Recent Graduate Director April, 2018-present
ON-PAC NU-PAC Board Member, 2016-present
OSNA OHSU – SON La Grande, OR Senator, 2012-2015
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Director - New Graduate (1)
Lacey Evans

Che Richardson Jung

BSN, RN

RN

Mid-Columbia Medical Center
(MCMC)
The Dalles, OR

Kaiser Permanente
Portland, OR

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

As a recent new graduate RN and a new resident of Oregon,
I am excited about becoming involved with my profession
and state association. While I was in nursing school, I served
one term as secretary on the Georgia Association of Nursing
Students (GANS) Board of Directors. My favorite moment
while serving as secretary was being a part of the legislative
committee and assisting with writing and presenting the
GANS resolution at the National Student Nurses Association
annual convention. The resolution focused on protecting
nurses privacy in the state of Georgia by advocating for
the removal of personal information from the Georgia
Professional Licensing Boards publicly searchable licensee
database. Advocating for my profession and colleagues,
and inspiring others to become involved, is something I am
excited to continue to do as a nurse in Oregon.

As President of the Oregon Student Nurses’ Association
from 6/2017 to 5/2018 I developed my skills of goal setting,
task delegation, prioritization, team building, and conflict
engagement. Through the approach of servant leadership I
have used my position to lift up and support Oregon nursing
students as well as my fellow board members. The leadership
skills I have developed transfer directly to practicing nursing
care on the floor as well as serving on the ONA board as
Recent Grad Director.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•

It would be my honor to serve Oregon nurses!

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•

Oregon Student Nurses Association President. 6/20175/2018

Georgia Association of Nursing Students Board of
Directors, Secretary, October 2016-October 2017
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Cabinet on Education (3)
Paula Gubrud-Howe

Karmin Maher-Hasse

Oregon Health & Science
University (OHSU)
Portland, OR

Grande Ronde Hospital (GRH)
La Grande, OR

EdD, MS, RN, FAAN

MSN, RN, CNE

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

I have been a nurse educator in Oregon for over 30 years.
I have fulfilled multiple positions as a faculty and as a nurse
education administrator for community colleges and for Oregon
Health & Science University School of Nursing. I am a founding
leader of the Oregon Consortium for Nursing Education (OCNE)
and have been the OCNE co-director since 2009.
My experience teaching and administering nursing education
programs from LPN to PhD provides deep understanding
of the intersection involving nursing workforce issues and
nursing education. I have extensive experience participating
in local, state and national committees and councils that have
addressed nursing workforce and nursing education.
Oregon’s nursing education system is facing new demands. The
nursing faculty shortage is transitioning from an emergent issue
to an urgent problem which will require collaboration, innovation
and transformational leadership. I am committed to working
with all of Oregon’s nursing education programs and partners
from nursing workforce organizations to develop solutions
to this serious problem. My previous leadership experiences
in transforming nursing education has provided a strong
foundation needed to address the complexity of issues facing
nursing education throughout Oregon.
I have a deep understanding of Oregon’s nursing education
programs throughout our state and a history of leading and
participating in collaborative initiatives. This has prepared me to
serve as an effective member of the Oregon Nurse Association
(ONA) Education Cabinet. It would be an honor to influence
needed solutions as an ONA member.

I have a passion for lifelong learning. I have worked with my
current organization to develop a newly-licensed registered
nurse transition to practice program using up-to-date research
and evidence to support program development. I have worked
in undergraduate nursing education and held a position as
the simulation coordinator. I am passionate about helping our
nurses grow and develop throughout their careers in an effort to
improve patient outcomes.
As an ICU nurse, I always strive to learn more and collaborate
with my colleagues to improve our work environment and our
knowledge base. The Cabinet on Education provides an outlet
for me to help others continue on the path of lifelong learning.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
• Grande Ronde Hospital Staffing Committee, 2018-present
• Grande Ronde Hospital Bargaining Unit Grievance Chair,
2018-present
• Grande Ronde Hospital Bargaining Unit Negotiation Team,
2004

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
• Oregon Nurse Leadership Council, 2000-2003
• Oregon Center of Nursing - Board of Directors, 2003-2006
• Oregon Consortium for Nursing Education - Co Director,
2009-present
• Oregon Simulation Alliance Board of Directors, 2003-2008
• Northwest Simulation Alliance Board of Directors, 2016-Current
• Oregon Council of Associate Degree Programs, 1998-2003
• Oregon Council of Deans, 2009-2015
• Institute of Medicine Committee 2016 – Assessing Progress on
the Institute of Medicine Report The Future of Nursing Report
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Cabinet on Education (continued)
Angela Powell

MSN, RN, CEN, TCRN
Mercy Medical Center (MMC)
Roseburg, OR

Candidate Statement
I have worked in the healthcare field since 2004 as a caregiver,
CNA, LPN, and RN; working in residential facilities for the
elderly, skilled nursing rehab, critical care, emergency, and in
the community college setting. My professional experiences as
a nurse and educator in both the community and acute care
setting provide me a global perspective. Through my work over
time and taking the life-long-learner mantra to heart, I have
completed my MSN as a Nurse Educator; equally passionate
about education and professional development as I am about
nursing. Leading by example and serving others through the
Oregon Nurses Association in the Cabinet on Education would
be a privilege.
As nurses, we are responsible for maintaining competency
in the ever-changing healthcare environment. I am devoted
to ensuring nurses and those aspiring to become nurses
have access to education that is applicable to real life; based
on leading, valid, and reliable research; forward thinking;
even innovative; so that patients receive care that is equally
characteristic. There is a disproportionate rate of knowledge
sharing/spreading within healthcare and between the healthcare
setting and education system. My goal is to eliminate the
barriers and bring us all together in the best interest of those we
serve.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
• Education Committee Chair, 2017 - present, Mercy Medical
Center Emergency Department
• Unit Based Council Vice-Chair, 2018 - present, Mercy Medical
Center Emergency Department
• American Nurses Association Mentor, 2018
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Cabinet on Health Policy (4)
Cheryl Cosgrove

Travis Elmore Nelson

Grande Ronde Hospital (GRH)
La Grande, OR

Washington State Nurses
Association (WSNA)
Portland, OR

RN

RN, BSN, RN-BC

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

I am an experienced critical care RN with a passion for nursing.
I have been active in ONA for many years and enjoy advocating
for nurses. Being involved in health policy promotes nursing
issues at the political and statewide level where positive change
can be made for our patients, work environment, healthcare
systems, nursing practice and the overall role of all nurses. I
love mentoring new grads and student nurses and having our
shared experience of mutual learning. Volunteering for ONA
and serving as a member on the Health Policy Cabinet is a joy, I
would be honored to serve another term.

I have been a nurse for nearly 15 years and have worked in a
variety of settings. I have served in positions of leadership at
the state and national level. I am a long time NAACP and Urban
League member. My experience and background in community
health, leadership and health policy would provide a needed
and unique perspective.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience

•
•
•
•

• Cabinet on Health Policy, current member, past Chair -2006
• PNCC Grande Ronde Hospital, 2015-current
• Oregon Association of Hospitals and Health Systems
Workplace Safety Committee, ONA representative, 2012-2016
• Member GRH Taskforce for Prevention of Workplace Violence,
2016-current
• ONA Director, 2010-2014
• ONA Treasurer, 2016
• Director Oregon State Board of Nursing, 2008

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
ONA PAC Board, 2016-Present
American Nurses Association PAC Board, 2016-2018
American Nurses Association PAC Board Vice Chair, 2018
American Nurses Association Leadership Society Co-Chair,
2018
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Cabinet on Health Policy (continued)
Nancy MacMorris-Adix

Kathleen O’Connor

LMG Women’s Health
Portland, OR

Providence Portland Medical
Center (PPMC)
Portland, OR

RN, MN, CNM

RN

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

As the current Chair of the Cabinet on Health Policy, I have
worked to increase involvement of members in the Cabinet’s
work. We held our first Government Relations Summit in August
where ONA members from around the state participated in
setting legislative priorities for the 2019 legislative session. We
have begun streaming all presentations at the Cabinet monthly
meetings so members can share in learning more about issues
relevant to health policy decision making in Oregon. These
presentations are archived to allow access to all ONA members.
I believe the Cabinet on Health Policy needs to be an active
group that has diverse representation geographically and
in practice areas so we can guide the advocacy work of the
Association to protect nursing practice and patient care at
the legislature. I am committed to continuing to broaden the
involvement of ONA members in the work of the Cabinet.
I would appreciate your vote.

Since becoming a nurse, I’ve had the opportunity to understand
the issues specific to patients within the underserved and
vulnerable population. I’ve been wanting to find a way to
become involved in the community to enact change and am
excited to expand my knowledge base at becoming more
literate in health policy. I feel that my current experience
working in Emergency medicine gives me unique insight
into many of the most pressing issues within this realm. My
hope is to become an asset to this cabinet and to cultivate an
understanding of healthcare legislation and policy, engage in
advocacy and become a part of grassroots efforts.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
• I served on my unit based committee at Providence St. Vincent
Medical Center (PSVMC), 2013-2015

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
• Chair, ONA Cabinet on Health Policy, 7/1/2018- present
• Chair, Oregon Affiliate of American College of Nurse-Midwives
Legislative Committee, 7/1/2017-present
• Salem-Keizer School Board, 7/1/2009-6/30/2017, Chair 20132014, 2016-2017
• Oregon Educators Benefits Board, 2012-2017, Vice chair 2014,
Chair 2015-2017
• Served on ONA Government Relations Committee, 1981-1985,
Chair 1983-1985
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Cabinet on Health Policy (continued)
Christy Simila

Thomas Sincic

Providence St. Vincent Medical
Center (PSVMC)
Portland, OR

President Health Care for All
Oregon (HCAO)
Portland, OR

RN, BSN, CMSRN

RN-E, FNP-Certified Retired

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

As a participant of the first cohort of the ONA Nurse Leader
Institute I was inspired to be more involved in political advocacy,
especially at the state level. Since then I have served on the
PAC board at ONA, attended lobby days and political hearings
in Salem and Washington DC, and spent my weekends
canvassing for ONA endorsed candidates during the most
recent election cycle. I also serve as the Secretary for the
bargaining unit at the hospital where I work. I believe the
knowledge I have gained in all these experiences would add
value to the Cabinet on Health Policy. I would like to serve as
a member of the Cabinet on Health Policy so that I can better
understand policy making in Oregon and so that I can continue
to act as a voice for nurses in the political process.

Policy matters! In my first nursing job, I was the sole RN during
night shift on a 32 bed tertiary care medical floor. Since then, I
have made policy development at my work site and at the local
community, state, and national level, a part of who I am as a
nurse. There is no better place for this than the ONA Cabinet on
Health Policy.
We need policies so that nurses can provide safe and effective
care to individuals and communities to the fullest extent of their
training. I am ready to join the Cabinet team to continue its work
to advocate for clinical, hospital, community, and public health
policies that best serve nurses and those residing in our state.
No present health policy will impact the lives of nurses and
our communities more than universal health care. ONA has
elevated universal health care to a priority and nurses can
lead the way in making this a reality. I am ready to bring my
experience on universal access to care to the Cabinet’s efforts
on this transformative health care issue.
A few successes and efforts: Ease of access to fluoride
tablets in Rural East Tennessee; Community-wide pregnancy
prevention/early prenatal care policies with the Saginaw
Chippewa Tribe; Tobacco elimination in Multnomah County
Correction Health; Medical records confidentiality policies for
teenagers; Rewrite Oregon’s legislation and administrative rules
so NP’s can practice to full scope of license; Advocating for
safe staffing laws; Advocating for safer work places; Advocating
against wage theft.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•
•
•
•

ONA PAC board member, current
Secretary of the PSVMC BU, current
Co-Chair of the Clinical Ladder Board at PSVMC, current
Election cycle release-time work with government relations,
Sept-Nov 2018
• Graduate of the Oregon Labor Candidate School, 2018
• Graduate of ONA Nurse Leadership Institute- First Cohort
• Cabinet on Health Policy, prior to PAC board

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current President Health Care for All Oregon, 6/2017-present
Current Board Member Nurses for Single Payer, 2016-present
ONA Member of the Oregon School Nurse Task Force, 2016-17
ONA Representative to Health Care for All Oregon, 2016
Oregon League of Conservation Voters Multnomah Leadership
Committee, 2015-present
Oregon Health Authority Patient-Centered Primary Care Home
Pediatric Advisory Committee, 2012
Adjunct Faculty Concordia University School of Nursing
Community Health, 2006-2012
Adjunct Faculty Oregon Health Sciences University School of
Nursing, 1992-2005
Past President of the Oregon School Based Health Care
Network, 2001-2004
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Cabinet on Health Policy (continued)
Paul van Waardenburg
BSN, RN-BC

Sacred Heart Medical Center
(SHMC)
Eugene, OR

Candidate Statement
Nursing has a unique perspective on the healthcare needs for
patients all over our great state. I am very excited to be a part
of a team finding ways to promote healthcare and healthcare
access for Oregonians. I look forward to the opportunity to
become an advocate for patients beyond the bedside.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•
•
•
•
•

PeaceHealth Steward, 2017-present
National Leadership Institute Cohort, 2018-2019
Employee Benefits Council, 2017-present
OHSU Bargaining team, 2016-2017
Health Benefits Council OHSU, 2017
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Cabinet on Nursing Practice & Research (4)
Rebecca McCay
PhD(c), MSN, RN

Oregon Health & Science
University (OHSU)
La Grande, OR

Mary Phoenix
No Photo
Available

RN, BSN, CCRN

PeaceHealth
Alvadore, OR

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

I have taken a break from ONA leadership to focus on achieving
my PhD for the past few years. As I approach completion, I
see an opportunity to participate and give-back to my fellow
nurses through professional engagement again. My research
interests involve systems-level change, nurse burnout, and
psychological capital—interests stemming from my time with
ONA and involvement working with the Oregon Hospital Nurse
Staffing Law. Your vote will provide me an opportunity to engage
in advocacy through my nurse researcher lens while working on
matters that affect nurses across the state.

I’m hopeful to help encourage our hospitals to make positive
changes based on evidence.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
• I was an alternate for negotiations 4 years ago roughly.
• I bake cookies every year to distribute to nurses for Nurses
Day.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
• Oregon Nurses Association Labor Relations Representative,
2009-2014
• National Federation of Nurses Director, Vice President, 20122014
• Oregon Nurses Association Cabinet on Economic & General
Welfare, approximately 2006-2009
• Sigma Theta Tau, National Honor Society for Nursing
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Cabinet on Nursing Practice & Research (continued)
Lace Velk

Tonsina Wells

Oregon Health & Science
University (OHSU)
Portland, OR

Asante Rogue Regional Medical
Center (RRMC)
Rogue River, OR

BSN, PCCN, RN

RN, BSN

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

Being a part of the ONA Cabinet on Nursing Practice and
Research to collaborate in the advocacy of healthy work
environments aligns strongly with my own values and
talents. The promotion of dynamic learning that brings about
enthusiastic engagement and dedication to excellence of
personal practice is a mission that I have been dedicated to
since becoming a nurse in 2012. Increasing a nurse’s resiliency
and promoting the personal missions and the leader within them
starts with a healthy work environment. Fostering inclusion,
diversity, and work/life balance brings out the best in every
nurse. Supporting others while being efficient in the evaluation
and understanding trends is one way that I would bring value
to the team. Thank you for your consideration to this leadership
opportunity.

I am a Critical Care Nursing Resource Team (NRT) Registered
Nurse at Asante RRMC in Medford, Oregon. I attended Southern
Utah University (SUU) where I obtained my RN/BSN, was on
the Dean’s List for multiple semesters, earned the AmeriCorps
Certificate of National Service, and served on the SUU Student
Nurses Association. During schooling, I was actively involved
in SUU Head Start Policy Council as Secretary, worked parttime as a Bookkeeper and homeschooled my ASD child during
Kindergarten. I initially came to Oregon in 2015, seeking out
employment opportunities where I found a welcoming community
in Medford and decided to make it our home.
My previous life experience extends from working as Office
Manager, Lab Technician, Library Facility Manager in Stuttgart,
Germany to serving in the USAF as a Slavic Cryptologic Linguist
– Russian. Through school and travel, I also speak some
German, French, and have been studying Spanish. I have been
regularly recognized for my involvement and dedication to service
throughout my career.
My current involvement at RRMC includes CAM Policy
Contributor, Pain Management Team, NRT Staffing & ETO
Committee, Nurse Preceptor, ONA Executive Committee
Secretary, and ONA Nurse Leadership Institute (NLI). I believe
in active involvement in policy councils that affect the local
governance to help positively influence the greater community.
I have built relationships through my participation in NLI with
nurses throughout the state and would like to continue helping
to shape the future of nursing in Oregon. To that end, I would
like your support in the upcoming ONA Statewide Election to
the Cabinet on Nursing Practice & Research. I hope to bring a
measured, experienced voice to increase safe, effective practice
and ensure the most accurate research for influence in our
policies. I look forward to your support!

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
• OHSU 11k/7 CVIMC Unit-Based Nurse Practice Council
(UBNPC) chair, 11/2018-current
• OHSU 11k/7 CVIMC InterdisciplinarydocumentationAdvisory
Council (IDAC) 10/2014-9/2018
• ONA OHSU union steward, 2/2017-current
• ONA Nurse Leadership Institute student, 11/2018-current
• Highland Hospital, Rochester New York, Hospital standards
committee, 2013-2014

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
• ONA RRMC Executive Committee Secretary, 2016-Present
• ONA Nurse Leadership Institute, 2018-2019
• RRMC Complementary Alternative Medicine Policy Contributor
and Editor
• RRMC Pain Management Team Member
• RRMC NRT Staffing & ETO Committee Member
• Nurse Preceptor
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ANA Delegate/Alternate (9)
Nicholas Bowling

Tamarah Cline

RN, BSN

CNOR, RN

Columbia Memorial Hospital
(CMH)
Astoria, OR

Good Shepherd Medical Center
(GSMC)
Umatilla, OR

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

I have more than 15 years medical experience as an OR,
PACU, and ED registered nurse, emergency department
technician, emergency medical technician, certified nursing
assistant, and Army combat medic veteran. I have worked in
Washington, Idaho, Hawaii, Nevada, Oregon, and Iraq. This
vast experience has provided me an understanding of America’s
healthcare system and how it can improve.
Shortly after moving to Oregon, I recognized the important
work Oregon Nurses Association was accomplishing. Within
one year, I found myself very active with ONA, training to
become a union steward and later being elected into the
secretary position. Soon after, I attended the ONA Convention
and represented the At-Large Constituent at the House of
Delegates. Through this experience I have learned I am very
motivated by ONA and to advocate for nurses.
I am currently participating in ONA’s Nurse Leadership Institute
to strengthen my leadership skills and become an effective
change agent. I will utilize these skills to assist my local ONA
executive team and negotiation committee; and hopefully
represent Oregon nurses as a delegate at the American Nurses
Association Membership Assembly in Washington, DC. The
Membership Assembly will benefit registered nurses, the
nursing profession, and the association by determining policies
and positions related to nursing practice and policy issues. I
believe I can best contribute to ONA and nurses, by applying my
skills, experience, and motivation as an ANA Delegate.

I feel that ONA is moving forward into the future with great
plans and amazing leaders. It is a time for all nurses to step up
and stand strong for our profession and our patients. We have
found out that in this trying political time each and every single
voice counts no matter how loud, quiet, small or bold it is. I have
served as an AFT Delegate in the past and feel that this is a
very important position to take our platform and future plans too.
The power of the people is with the numbers heard. 1 person
cannot make a change however standing beside many can
and will make a difference. I feel that having strong leadership
creates stronger followers. I have been a member of ONA for 18
years and in leadership for the past 10 and feel that we can and
will stand out in a crowd. Not one nurse should ever feel alone
or left out. Every opinion should count.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•
•
•
•
•
•

ONA Board Of Directors, 2018
Co-chair GSMC, 2009-present
GSMC Bargaining Committee, 2009-present
ONA Cabinet on E&GW, 2015-2018
GSMC Safe Staffing Committee 2012-present
AFT Delegate, 2018

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
• CMH ONA Vice Chairperson and Negotiation Committee
member, 2019-present
• CMH Staffing Committee representative and alternate co-chair,
2019-present
• CMH Surgical Services Unit Based Nurse Practice Council
chair, 2018-present
• CMH Professional Nursing Care Committee member,
2018-present
• ONA Nurse Leadership Institute participant, 2018-2019
• CMH ONA Secretary/Treasurer, 2018-2019
• ONA House of Delegates - At-Large Constituent, 2018
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ANA Delegate/Alternate (continued)
Kathleen Cooper

Jacqueline Dillon

Oregon Health & Science
University (OHSU)
Portland, OR

Good Samaritan Regional Medical
Center (GSRMC)
Albany, OR

BSN, RN, CCRN

RN

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

As past president of ONA, and with my previous ANA delegate
experiences, I have made many connections with other nurse
leaders on the national level, and can be supportive of our
ANA delegation in strengthening those relationships for ONA.
I would like to continue to use the knowledge and experience
I developed over the past several years to support the ONA
mission through our participation at the ANA Membership
Assembly in 2019. I continue to practice at the bedside in
critical care, and I bring those experiences to the table for
consideration and perspective when working on nursing
issues nationally as well. I would greatly appreciate your
confidence and support in voting for me to attend the 2019 ANA
Membership Assembly. Thank you. Katy Cooper, BSN, RN,
CCRN

I feel strongly that legislation and relationships between our
legislators and the American Nurses Association is a powerful
way to advocate for nursing and for our patients. ONA’s focus
on this in our state has produced a staffing law that give nurses
the backing to advocate for safe staffing. ONA works to get
elected officials friendly to causes that are important to the
nursing profession. As an ANA delegate I would work hard to
see those successes translate to the national stage. I would
also work to represent labor values in a National organization
that represents non-labor states as well.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience

• ONA Board of Directors, 2015-present
• Good Samaritan Regional Medical Center BU vice chair,
2014-present
• Good Samaritan Regional Medical Center PNCC committee
member, 2012-present
• Good Samaritan Regional Medical Center Staffing Committee
Co-Chair, 2017-present
• ONA ANA Delegate, 2017

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

President ONA Board of Directors: July 2014-June 2018
ANA delegate/representative 2015-2018
AFT delegate 2016-2018
President, Association of University Registered Nurses/ONA
CA 52 (AURN), June 2010-May 2014
Board Member, AURN, 2009-2010
Bargaining Team, AURN, 2007, 2010, 2013, 2016/17
Grievance Committee Member, AURN, 2008-Present
PNCC Co-chair, UBNPC Chair, and various other roles at
OHSU between 2002-2011

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
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ANA Delegate/Alternate (continued)
Clarice Gerlach

Bruce Humphreys

Oregon Health & Science
University (OHSU)
Portland, OR

St. Charles Medical Center-Bend
(STC-B)
Bend, OR

RN, BSN, CCRN

BSN, RN

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

I would like to participate in nursing policy and procedure on
a national level through ANA. I enjoy going to the capital and
lobbying for future nurses with regard to staffing and policies
that affect the future of patients as well.

I have established a high level of understanding in how the
ANA Delegate Assembly functions and I feel that with all of the
relationships I ahve made in my time as an ANA delegate that I
am very qualified to be a member of the Oregon Delegation.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience

• ONA Cabinet on E&GW current member, chair until 9/2018
• President and bargaining unit chair AURN at OHSU until
6/2018

• Oregon Nurses Association Oregon Nurse Political Action
Committee (ON-PAC) Board, 2015-Present
• ONA President, 2006-2010
• ONA Board of Directors
• ONA Vice President
• ONA Cabinet on E&GW
• ANA Delegate
• ONA Delegate, 1988-present
• St. Charles Bargaining Unit Leadership
• NFN Delegate
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ANA Delegate/Alternate (continued)
Allison Hyder

Savannah Jensen

Sacred Heart Home Care Service
(SHHCS)
Eugene, OR

Providence Newberg Medical
Center (PNMC)
Tualatin, OR

RN, BSN, C

RN, BSN, CMSRN

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

I am a strong nurse/union advocate with an equally strong
voice. I have been an RN for 33 years with work experience in
hospital, clinic, and home care settings. Past leadership roles
include facilitator, nurse coordinator of a Breast Cancer Clinic
and Director of Health Services for an ALF company. I have
participated in countless committees to develop best practice
and represent the voice of nurses.
Even though I have the capability and credentials to work in
management/administration, I choose to work at the bedside
and be a voice for front line nurses.
I would love the opportunity to represent ONA at the ANA
convention, with my passion for justice, rich work history and
ongoing curiosity and desire to learn, I know I would solidly
represent ONA as an ANA delegate.
Thank you for your consideration.

Although I have only been a nurse for 3 years, I have been
involved in ONA and in leadership positions from the beginning.
I have served on Providence Newberg’s Hospital Nurse Staffing
Committee as the direct care RN co-chair for two years and
have designed and implemented innovative staffing plans that
center around patient acuity and intensity and have advocated
for safe nurse staffing.
I have a background in medical surgical, intensive care and
psychiatric nursing and I just finished training as a sexual
assault nurse examiner. I also have a background in public
health and plan on attending graduate school for a masters
degree in nursing and public health with a focus in health policy!
I want to represent ONA as an ANA Delegate to bring the values
of Oregon Nurses to the table, network with other delegates
from around the country and bring back new ideas from other
states to benefit Oregon and its nurses in the future!

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience

I am currently an ONA steward and have served on the Cabinet
of Nursing Practice and Research in early 2000’s. I am involved
in promoting union participation in my workplace, educating and
encouraging colleagues regarding the benefits of a strong union.
I am on the negotiation team and currently PNCC chair of Home
Care Services at Sacred Heart in Eugene, Oregon.

• Oregon Nurses Association Political Action Committee Member,
July 2018-present
• National Nursing Network Organization, Advocate, February
2017-present
• Providence Newberg Medical Center’s Hospital Nurse Staffing
Committee, Co-Chair, December 2016-present
• Providence Newberg Medical Center’s Medical Surgical Unit
Based Practice Council, Chair, October 2016-December 2017
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ANA Delegate/Alternate (continued)
Elizabeth McPhee

Teri Mills

Oregon Health & Science
University (OHSU)
Portland, OR

Retired
Tualatin, OR

RN

MS, RN, CNE

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience

Hello! I am running to be a delegate for the ANA Constituent
Assembly and would like your support. Two years ago, I became
the first recipient of the ONA Susan King Emerging Leader
award. This honor recognized me as a rising leader based on the
accomplishments, experiences, and volunteer work within my early
career in nursing. As a board of directors member of the National
Nursing Network Organization (NNNO), I have had significant
experience lobbying for federal legislation in the Oregon state
legislature and Congress, gaining the support of Congressional
members and additionally local, statewide, and national
organizations. I co-presented at two Congressional Briefings (2014
and 2015) in the House of Representatives on federal legislation
that would designate the Chief Nurse Officer of the USPHS as the
National Nurse for Public Health. In my role as Vice President of
the National Nursing Network Organization, I also co-presented at
the 2017 San Francisco Medical Surgical Nursing Conference.
I have served in many capacities within the AURN, ONA’s largest
constituent association (CA-52), representing and advocating for
the nursing profession and patient safety; acting as a bargaining
team member for two contract negotiations; participating as a
grievance committee member; serving on the hospital-based nurse
staffing committee; culminating in being elected to serve as vice
president and now president. These activities demonstrate how I
have used my voice to lead, inspire and encourage others to get
involved in bettering our profession and improve patient outcomes.
I am ready and look forward to having the opportunity to serve you
at the ANA Constituent Assembly.
Respectfully, Elizabeth “Lizzy” McPhee

• Association University Registered Nurses/ CA-52 (AURN) Board
of Directors, President, 2018-present
• AURN Board of Directors, Vice President, 2017–2018
• AURN Board of Directors, Secretary, 2015-2017
• AURN Board of Directors, Vice President, 2014-2015
• OHSU, HBNSC, Acute Care Representative, 2015-2016
• Unit-Based Nurse Practice Committee, Vascular Access Team,
2016-2018
• Grievance Committee Member for AURN, 2014-present
• Bargaining Committee Member for AURN/OHSU, 2014, 2017
• ONA Delegate of CA-52, 2012/14/16/18
• National Nursing Network Organization, Board of Directors,
2010-present

It would be an honor to represent the ONA as a delegate at the ANA
Constituent Assembly (CA) this coming June. I have served as a
delegate in five past ONA House of Delegates and believe these
experiences will be greatly beneficial in helping me represent you in
advocating for policies and bylaws that advance professional nursing
practice, ensure the economic welfare of nurses in all practice
settings, and support access to quality and affordable health care.
Inspiring and guiding nurses across all practice areas to become
politically active and advocate for legislative policy that benefits
nursing, our state, and the nation’s health has been my most
significant contribution to the nursing profession. I currently serve as
Vice Chair of the ONA Cabinet on Health Policy and Vice President
of the ONA PAC. Together our team has worked to cultivate a
new generation of political advocates within ONA. Additionally, I
have engaged nursing students’ participation in ONA Lobby Days;
mentored new students and future nurse leaders to the political
process; educated elected officials about the nursing profession;
worked to elect ONA endorsed candidates; and testified in Salem on
behalf of ONA supported legislation.
I am also the founder and President of the National Nursing Network
Organization, a non-profit legislative advocacy organization, focused
on promoting, encouraging, and supporting a National Nurse
for Public Health and other projects that enhance wellness and
prevention. Plans are currently underway to present a resolution at
the ANA Constituent Assembly in support of a National Nurse for
Public Health. ONA unanimously passed a similar resolution in the
2012 House f Delegates. Should I be elected as a delegate, I hope
to continue to champion this work and look forward to representing
these and other issues that are foremost to you and our nursing
colleagues.

• Founder and President-National Nursing Network Organization,
2005-present
• Vice Chair ONA Health Policy Cabinet, 2018-present
• Member ONA Health Policy Cabinet, 2010-2014 & 2015-present
• Vice President ONA ON PAC/NU PAC, 2018-present
• Director ONA ON PAC/NU PAC, 2014-present  		
• Legislative Lead, Moms Demand Action Tigard, Tualatin, West Linn,
Lake Oswego Chapter, 2018-present
• Member of AFT Professional Task Force, 2015-2017
• Delegate, ONA House of Delegates, 2018, 2016, 2014, 2012, 2010
• Vice President, Portland Community College AFT-OR Local 2277
Political Action Committee, 1995-1997
• Oregon Governor Appointee-Governor’s Sexual Offenses Against
Children Task Force, 1992-1994
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ANA Delegate/Alternate (continued)
Kevyn Paul

Susan Phillips

Sacred Heart Medical Center
(SHMC)
Springfield, OR

Providence Portland Medical
Center (PPMC)
Portland, OR

RN, BSN, CEN

ANA is a well respected professional organization representing
the voice of American nurses. The majority of the staff and
elected officials come from administration-level jobs, but they
speak for all levels of nursing. I believe it is important to actively
include the current perspective of nurses who continue to
work at the bedside as well as those who are represented by
collective bargaining.
I have worked as a staff nurse and now a charge nurse in
Emergency nursing for 22 years, in a union-represented
hospital. As a member of the SHMC Executive Team, I
represent the interests of the staff nurses in my hospital. As a
member of the E&GW Cabinet I represent the labor interests
of the staff nurses of ONA. As a past delegate to ANA, I have
represented the interests of staff nurses in Oregon and across
the nation. I would consider it a privilege to continue that
representation.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ONA CA 5 delegate, 2007-present
SHMC unit representative, 2008-present
SHMC bargaining/executive team, 2012-present
ONA Cabinet on E&GW member, 2015-present
Chair of SHMC Unit Based Council, 2017-present
ONA liaison to Shared Governance council, 2017-present
ANA delegate, 2018
AFT delegate 2018
ONA Cabinet on E&GW Chair, 2018-present

RN, CCRN, CNRN, SCRN

I have been an active participant in various ONA/ANA positions
since 1985. I wold like to apply my years of experience to
on-boarding of new nurses/Allied Health Personnel to our
association. I have an interest in labor issues, and how we can
partner and be supportive of other workers, especially in the
Health Care profession. I would be honored to represent ONA
at this Convention.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Currently Director, ONA Board of Directors
ONA delegate, 2003-present
ANA delegate 2008 tp present
ONA Lobby Day participant 2003 to present
ANA Lobby Day particiapant 2008 to present
AFT delegate 2013, 2018
PPMC Executive Board officer, various position, 2000-2018
PPMC Unit steward, 1985-present
ONA CA 1 officer, 2006-present
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ANA Delegate/Alternate (continued)
Christy Simila

Rebecca Sudduth

Providence St. Vincent Medical
Center (PSVMC)
Portland, OR

Providence St. Vincent Medical
Center (PSVMC)
Oregon City, OR

RN, BSN, CMSRN

MSN, RN, BSN, CEN

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

As a participant of the first cohort of the ONA Nurse Leadership
Institute (NLI) I was inspired to be more involved in political
advocacy. Since then I have served on the PAC board at
ONA, attended lobby days and political hearings in Salem
and Washington DC, and spent my weekends canvassing for
ONA endorsed candidates during the most recent election
cycle. I also serve as the Secretary for the bargaining unit
at the hospital where I work. I believe the knowledge I have
gained in all these experiences would make me an excellent
delegate at the ANA membership assembly. I would like to
serve as a delegate so that I can represent ONA at our national
organization’s assembly and so that I can continue to act as a
voice for nurses in the political process.

My name is Rebecca Sudduth and I have been an Emergency
Department Registered Nurse for 14 years. I have experience
working in ERs across the country and have called Portland,
OR my personal and professional “home” the last 5 years and
I plan to remain here for a very long time to come. Starting with
my involvement as a union steward for the department I work in,
I have become increasingly more involved as an active member
and as a delegate in the professional organizations (ONA
and ENA (Emergency Nurses Association)) that I am a proud
member of at the state and national level. I am an attentive,
reliable, and detail-oriented person and I will carefully vote as a
representative of ONA if you elect me as a delegate to the ANA
Assembly. Thank you.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience

•
•
•
•

• ONA delegate for CA 24 for the House of Delegates, 2016 and
2018
• Emergency Nurses Association delegate representing Oregon
ENA, 2017 and 2018
• ONA CA 24 Member-at-Large, current
• PSVMC Union Steward for the Emergency Department,
2015-present

ONA PAC board member, current
Secretary of the PSVMC BU, current
Co-Chair of the Clinical Ladder Board at PSVMC, current
Election cycle release-time work with ONA government
relations, Sept-Nov 2018
• Graduate of the Oregon Labor Candidate School, 2018
• Graduate of NLI First Cohort
• Cabinet on Health Policy, prior to PAC board
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ANA Delegate/Alternate (continued)
Judy Thibault

Shelley West

Retired - PeaceHealth Peace
Harbor Hospital (PHH)
Florence, OR

Providence St. Vincent Medical
Center (PSVMC)
Portland, OR

RN, BSN, MA

BSN, RN, CMSRN

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

After 47 years in the nursing profession I have seen a lot,
learned a lot and certainly done a lot. Nursing has given me the
opportunity to work in many areas - psychiatric nurse, program
manager for mental health educational program, instructor
in psychiatric nursing in both a BSN and a diploma nursing
program. I have been an inservice director in nursing home
and a state mental health hospital. I also worked with nursing
delegation, a pain clinic and as a jail nurse. In the last 10 yrs I
worked med-surg nursing at Peace Harbor Hospital in Florence
and I was active on the bargaining team 2 times in that time .
I strongly support our professional organization at the state and
national level. I would love to see how our national organization
functions, I would like to be a part of the action involving
national nursing standards & action.
Thanks for considering me as an ANA delegate.

I would be honored to be elected to the position of ANA
Delegate. I believe that we all have a responsibility to advance
and advocate for our profession beyond the workplace, and
attending the ANA Membership Assembly to represent ONA
and your voice would be the perfect opportunity for me to do
this. I have practiced my leadership skills through my work
on my facility’s Fall Prevention team, along with precepting.
Additionally, I have demonstrated my commitment to political
and policy change through volunteer work on various political
campaigns in 2018 – especially those of nurses and those who
advocate for nurses. These experiences have taught me what is
possible when nurses are empowered to make changes and left
me hungry for more. Supporting me as an ANA delegate would
ensure that Oregon nurses are heard and well-represented on
the national level so that we can continue to fight for what is
best for our patients, which I have been so inspired by all of you
doing during the beginning of my nursing career.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
• Cabinet on Health Policy, current
• Oregon Nurses Foundation trustee, current
• Bargaining unit member - Peace Harbor Hospital, 2016-2017,
2013

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
• PSVMC Fall Prevention committee member, January
2017-present
• PSVMC Preceptor, August 2017-present
• University of Portland Student Nurses’ Association, Activities
Coordinator, August 2015-May 2016
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Cabinet on Economic & General Welfare (3)
Cabinet Position 6
Cabinet Position 5
Michelle Chau

Kevyn Paul

Multnomah County Health
Department (MCHD)
Happy Valley, OR

Sacred Heart Medical Center
(SHMC)
Springfield, OR

LPN

RN, BSN, CEN

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

Currently, I am on the Cabinet of Economic & General Welfare
and would like to continue serving because I would like to
continue empowering healthcare workers to advocate for
themselves and their communities. I would like to contribute my
knowledge and skills to this cabinet and continue enhancing
my experience in handling grievances, strategic planning, fiscal
budgetary, leadership and membership growth.

I strongly believe in every worker’s right to union representation.
As a nurse, I also feel strongly about our collective and
individual responsibility to advocate for our patients and be
heard. I have attended several ONA Bargaining Unit Leadership
Conferences as well as many classes in the University of
Oregon Labor Education and Research Center (LERC) in
order to improve my skills in supporting nurses both as workers
and as patient advocates. I have been on the Sacred Heart
Bargaining Team for three contracts, and the executive team in
between, working to enforce the language in the contract, so I
understand the effort that is necessary to maintain the rights of
nurses in the workplace.
The E&GW Cabinet is a body that promotes nurses’ abilities
to advocate for themselves and their patients in the workplace
and the community. In the three years I have been a Cabinet
member, I have been privileged to have participated in work
that has and will continue to strengthen our voice. I would very
much like to continue in that role of advocating for the nurses of
ONA and their patients.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
• ONA Cabinet on E&GW, 2017-present

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ONA CA 5 delegate, 2007-present
SHMC unit representative, 2008-present
SHMC bargaining/executive team, 2012-present
SHMC grievance committee member, 2014-present
ONA Cabinet on E&GW Chair, 2018-present
ONA Cabinet on E&GW member, 2015-present
SHMC Emergency Department Unit-Based Council,
2016-present
Co-chair SHMC University District Shared Governance
Leadership Council, 2018
ONA liaison to Shared Governance council, 2017-present
ANA delegate, 2018
AFT delegate 2018
Co-chair SHMC ONA Executive Team, 2018
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AFL-CIO Delegate (20)
No Photo
Available

Christine Bernier

Tamarah Cline

Providence Portland Medical
Center (PPMC)
Oregon City, OR

Good Shepherd Medical Center
(GSMC)
Umatilla, OR

RN, BSN

CNOR, RN

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

To become more familiar with labor processes outside of the
nursing profession. To advocate for workers in an anti-labor
environment in addition to the nursing profession.

I feel that ONA is moving forward into the future with great plans
and amazing leaders. It is a time for all Nurses to step up and
stand strong for our profession and our patients. We have found
out that in this trying political time each and every single voice
counts no matter how loud, quiet, small or bold it is. I have
served as an AFT Delegate in the past and feel that this is a
very important position to take our platform and future plans too.
The power of the people is with the numbers heard. 1 person
cannot make a change however standing beside many can
and will make a difference. I feel that having strong leadership
creates stronger followers. I have been a member of ONA for 18
years and in leadership for the past 10 and feel that we can and
will stand out in a crowd. Not one nurse should ever feel alone
or left out. Every opinion should count.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•
•
•
•

PPMC Union Steward
ONA CA 1 Officer
PPMC Executive team officer, 2018-present
ONA delegate CA 1, since 2012

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•
•
•
•
•

ONA Board Of Directors, 2018-present
Co Chair GSMC Executive Team, 2009-present
GSMC Bargaining Committee, 2009-present
GSMC Safe Staffing Committee, 2012-present
AFT Delegate, 2018
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AFL-CIO Delegate (continued)
Jacqueline Dillon

Clarice Gerlach

Good Samaritan Regional Medical
Center (GSRMC)
Albany, OR

Oregon Health & Science
University (OHSU)
Portland, OR

RN, BSN, PCCN

RN, BSN, CCRN

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

I want to represent the nurses and nursing at a national level
and I would like to see what the AFL-CIO stage has to offer
nursing.

I would like to participate in the HOD for AFL-CIO as I have
done in the past to assist with future planning, organization and
recruitment, both on a local and statewide level.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience

•
•
•
•

• Current on E&GW Cabinet, Chair, until 9/2018
• Bargaining unit Chair, AURN President, until 6/2018

ONA Board of directors
ANA delegate
AFT Delegate
Nurse Leadership Institute graduate
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AFL-CIO Delegate (continued)
Pamela Gordon

Kevyn Paul

Good Samaritan Regional Medical
Center (GSRMC)
Corvallis, OR

Sacred Heart Medical Center
(SHMC)
Springfield, OR

RN

RN, BSN, CEN

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

AFL-CIO is one of the largest and most active unions in the
country. Being on the E&GW Cabinet gives me an insight into
various issues around the state of Oregon. I look forward to
learning about more issues that may be on the horizon for
unions and their members. It is a great honor to represent ONA
members at the AFL-CIO Convention and House of Delegates.

I strongly believe that every worker deserves to have union
representation. In our current administrative climate there
are continually more efforts to weaken unions and take away
workers’ rights. For nurses, this means losing control of our
practice. As a result of the various roles I have had, I have
had years of experience in advocating for nurses both as
union members and as professionals. My membership on the
E & GW Cabinet has often given me first-hand knowledge
of labor related issues in ONA. I believe the combination of
this experience and knowledge would help me to be a more
effective advocate for labor-related nursing issues with the
AFL-CIO.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•
•
•
•

Member GSRMC PNCC, 2011-2014
Chair of PNCC for GSRMC Bargaining Unit, 2014-present
GSRMC Executive Team for Bargaining Unit: 2014-present
ONA Cabinet on E&GW, 2014-present

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ONA CA 5 delegate, 2007-present
SHMC unit representative, 2008-present
SHMC bargaining/executive team, 2012-present
SHMC grievance committee member, 2014-present
ONA Cabinet on E&GW Chair, 2018-present
ONA Cabinet on E&GW member, 2015-present
SHMC Emergency Department Unit-Based Council,
2016-present
Co-chair SHMC University District Shared Governance
Leadership Council, 2018
ONA liaison to Shared Governance council, 2017-present
ANA delegate, 2018
AFT delegate 2018
Co-chair SHMC ONA Executive Team, 2018
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AFL-CIO Delegate (continued)
Susan Phillips

Lynda Pond

Providence Portland Medical
Center (PPMC)
Portland, OR

Sacred Heart Medical Center
(SHMC)
Eugene, OR

RN

RN, ADN

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

I have been an active participant in various ONA/ANA positions
since 1985. I wold like to apply my years of experience
to onboarding new nurses/Allied Health Personnel to our
Association. I have an interest in labor issues, and how we can
partner and be supportive of other workers, especially in the
Health Care profession. I would be honored to represent ONA at
the AFL-CIO Convention.

I have been actively involved in the Labor Movement in Oregon
for close to twenty years. Attending the AFL-CIO Convention
will allow me to represent Oregon Nurses Association at the
leadership event for our National organization. Myself, along
with other representatives from ONA will be able to bring the
nurses voice to the table and to bring information back to ONA
about events in the national labor movement..

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• President, Oregon Nurses Association, 2018-present
• Vice President, Oregon Nurses Association, 2015-2018
• ONA Cabinet on Economic and General Welfare, 2009-2015
(chairperson 2012 - 2015)
• Director National Federation of Nurses, 2012-2016
• Co-Chair of ONA Executive/Bargaining team at SHMC, 20102018
• Co-Chair of ONA Staffing Committee, SHMC, 2000-2010
• Unit Based Practice Committee SHMC, 2002-2005 (Chair
2003-2004)
• SHMC PNCC, 2000-2003 (Chair - 2000-2002)

Currently Director ONA Board of Directors
ONA delegate, 2003-present
ANA delegate 2008-present
ONA Nurse Lobby Day participant, 2003-present
ANA Lobby Day participant, 2008-present
AFT delegate, 2013, 2018
PPMC Executive Board officer various positions, 2000-2018
PPMC Unit steward, 1985-present
ONA CA 1 officer, 2006-present
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AFL-CIO Delegate (continued)
Rebecca Sudduth

Paul van Waardenburg

Providence St Vincent Medical
Center (PSVMC)
Oregon City, OR

Sacred Heart Medical Center
(SHMC)
Eugene, OR

RN

BSN, RN-BC

Candidate Statement

Candidate Statement

My name is Rebecca Sudduth and I have been an Emergency
Department Registered Nurse for 14 years. I have experience
working in ERs across the country and have called Portland,
OR my personal and professional “home” the last 5 years and
I plan to remain here for a very long time to come. Starting with
my involvement as a union steward for the department I work in,
I have become increasingly more involved as an active member
and as a delegate in the professional organizations (ONA
and ENA (Emergency Nurses Association)) that I am a proud
member of at the state and national level. I am an attentive,
reliable, and detail-oriented person and I will carefully vote as a
representative of ONA if you elect me as a delegate to the AFLCIO Convention. Thank you.

This seems like a great opportunity for me to support ONA
in the scope of broader union representation. I have had
wonderful experience working with this group during this
year’s elections and would like to continue to build bridges and
represent our profession as a delegate.

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
• ONA delegate for CA 24 for the House of Delegates, 2016 and
2018
• Emergency Nurses Association delegate representing Oregon
ENA, 2017 and 2018
• ONA CA 24 Member-at-Large, current
• Union Steward for the Emergency Department at PSVMC,
2015-present

Current and Past ONA Leadership
Positions and Related Experience
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bargaining teams for OHSU and Sacred Heart, 2016-present
Contract Action Chief, 2017
Nurse Leadership Institute, 2018-present
SHMC Steward, 2017-present
Unit Representative 2015-present
ONA delegate, 2018
Benefits council SHMC, 2017-present
SHMC Unit Based Council, 2017-present
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